Li Tsa Yau

This is my first time to participate a event organised by Mingde Project, and the experience in this Daping trip is really nice. Being a civil engineering student, real site investigation and project management are important apart from the theoretical knowledge learnt in the university lectures, which is exactly the knowledge I learnt from this trip.

I joined this program in the later preparation stage, and most of the work had been done. Nevertheless, the work and proposal done by schoolmates impressed me a lot, especially for the proposal of the bridge repair method. The advice from the professor also inspired me to think a problem in different perspective.

The trip gave me a glimpse of what engineers do in real life, e.g. the communication between the engineer and the architect for the design, as well as communication with the locals to know the limitation of the project. Besides from gaining some technical knowledge, I learnt to think in more perspective in order to solve a engineers problem.

Despite of the bumpy road trip, It is still fun and meaningful.